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Association of Accounting Technicians response to the 
Economic crime inquiry 
The Association of Accounting Technicians (AAT) is pleased to have the 
opportunity to respond to this consultation. 

The scale of money laundering, terrorist financing and sanctions violations in the UK, and the means by 
which this activity is enabled. 

This is very difficult to quantify given the naturally clandestine nature of the activities. Law enforcement 
agencies will be better positioned to give evidence on this point although it should be noted that of the 
numerous practice assurance reviews of AAT’s 4,250 licensed accountants, none has revealed any money 
laundering or terrorist financing activities and only one or two have revealed suspicions of such activity. 

The current legislative and regulatory landscape, including any weaknesses in the rules and their 
enforcement. 

AAT strongly supports the UK’s drive to combat money laundering and terrorist financing but does not 
believe the newly created Office for Professional Body Anti-Money Laundering Supervisors (OPBAS) offers 
any help in doing so. In fact, it is likely to achieve the opposite. 

The recent creation of OPBAS - opposed by every one of the 22 supervisory bodies that fall under its remit 
due to uncertainty around costs, its activities and the exclusion of HMRC, FCA and the Gambling 
Commission - has been problematic for two main reasons: 

COSTS 

The burden of meeting the considerable cost of running OPBAS is being imposed upon the supervisory 
bodies.  

This includes estimated set up costs of £300,000 as outlined in the FCA Business Plan published on April 9 
20181 which increased to £500,000 just over a fortnight later2. This is a departure from usual FCA practice. 
For example, consumer credit firms were not billed for the full costs of regulation during the setup and 
transition period when the FCA took over their regulation from the Office of Fair Trading. This begs the 
question as to why professional bodies should be compelled to meet the set up costs of this unwanted body, 
a body that adds no apparent value to Anti-Money Laundering (AML) enforcement. 

More importantly, the FCA estimates a total annual running cost of £2m – without any detail as to what their 
responsibilities would be or what work would be required – and confirmed these annual costs must be 
covered by the 22 supervisory bodies.  

The additional charges for professional body supervisors will likely be passed to on to each body’s 
respective members and in turn subsequently to members’ clients. This will provide an unfair advantage to 
unqualified, non-professionals who are not required to hold Professional Indemnity Insurance, abide by a 
Code of Professional Ethics, be subject to robust 'fit and proper' checks or disciplinary process, or undergo 
quality review activities and be required to engage in ongoing continuous professional development. This 
does not support the public interest nor does it support the government’s aim of making the UK’s financial 
system a hostile environment for illicit finance. It is clearly not in the public interest if professional service 

1 Page 54, FCA Business Plan 2018-2019, https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/business-plans/business-plan-2018-19.pdf 
2 Page 6, FCA Policy Statement, April 26 2018: https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/policy/ps18-09.pdf  

https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/business-plans/business-plan-2018-19.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/policy/ps18-09.pdf
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providers leave their highly regulated membership body environments and/or their clients move to non-
professional providers in order to avoid paying higher fees. 

A LEVEL PLAYING FIELD 

All AML supervisors should fall within the remit of OPBAS. This would include statutory supervisors such as 
the FCA, HMRC and the Gambling Commission. Failing to do so will inevitably lead to inconsistent standards 
– precisely the opposite outcome to that which OPBAS was supposedly established to achieve. 

The effectiveness of the Treasury and its associated bodies in supporting and supervising the regimes. 

Traditionally, the majority of the burden in supporting and supervising the regulatory regimes has been met 
by professional bodies and not by Treasury or other government bodies. Treasury has in the past 
demonstrated a lack of understanding of how the accountancy sector works in practice, particularly in 
relation to the wide range of activities undertaken, and the type of business vehicles used, by professional 
body members. Additionally, professional bodies inevitably have developed different membership structures 
and requirements over time. The FCA, through OPBAS, has now taken on some responsibilities in this area 
but as outlined above, this is likely to make matters worse, not better. 

The impact of the implementation of the current regimes on individuals, firms and the wider economy, 
including unintended consequences, such as the removal/refusal of financial services from/to individuals 
or firms. 

Implementation of the regulations inevitably has a cost impact for both practitioners and supervisors in 
ensuring robust processes, the staff resources to operate those processes, and the assurance monitoring 
and recording/reporting activities. For micro and small businesses these costs can be significant. The recent 
requirement for Disclosure & Barring Service (DBS) criminality checks is a good example. 

The creation and funding of OPBAS has further increased those costs for supervisor bodies, much of which 
will have to be passed on to individual members (see above). As stated above, this may have the unintended 
consequence of driving professional practitioners out of professional body membership and into either 
supervision by HMRC (which is not within the oversight remit of OPBAS) or into the unregulated sector. 

The role of financial institutions and/or professional bodies in these regimes. 

The role of professional bodies is key as they have strong relationships with, and understanding of, their 
members. They are also responsible for the day-to-day supervision of their members and have an excellent 
understanding not only of the challenges faced but the impact of regulation on their ability to work effectively. 
Engaging with professional body members is the cornerstone of any efficient AML regime. It is therefore 
crucial that regulators and decision makers pay attention to advice and guidance as to how to operate the 
regime in a practical and effective manner, provided to them by bodies such as the Accountancy Affinity 
Group and the Anti-Money Laundering Supervisors Forum as well as individual bodies. 

The UK’s role in international efforts to tackle money laundering and terrorist financing and implement 
sanctions. 

The UK has traditionally taken a leading role in tackling these problems and must continue to do so, 
regardless of leaving the EU. Recent undertakings such as the trust register and targeting company 
formation activities have been positive steps in this regard, although further action within the property and 
auction sectors would be welcome. 
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About AAT 

AAT is a professional accountancy body with approximately 50,000 full and fellow members and over 90,000 
student and affiliate members worldwide. Of the full and fellow members, there are more than 4,250 licensed 
accountants who provide accountancy and taxation services to over 400,000 British businesses.  

AAT is a registered charity whose objectives are to advance public education and promote the study of the 
practice, theory and techniques of accountancy and the prevention of crime and promotion of the sound 
administration of the law. 

Further information 

If you have any queries, require any further information or would like to discuss any of the above points in 
more detail, please contact Phil Hall, AAT Head of Public Affairs & Public Policy, at:   

E-mail: phil.hall@aat.org.uk      Telephone: 07392 310264 Twitter: @PhilHallAAT 

Association of Accounting Technicians, 140 Aldersgate Street, London, EC1A 4HY 
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